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impeccably. The sense of relief at being out on the
bikes and being amongst friends was palpable and
created a great atmosphere.
Steve Sumner made the short journey from Wigmore
on Claude, his 1926 BSA 500sv. No sign of his usual
passenger, “Ted Biggles”. Has there been a fallout?

Another welcome visitor with an interesting history,
was Keith King’s 500cc Norton.
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IMPORTANT NOTICE
All planned section events, up to and including July
1st will NOT take place. Information on events
following that date is listed below. There is absolutely
no guarantee that these events will take place, so
the dates are for planning purposes only. We will
continue to update the calendar, based firmly on
government guidelines at the time. You can be
assured that the health and welfare of section
members will be our only priority.

PAST EVENTS
Sunday June 14th - Ride-In - The Watering Hole Cafe,
Aymestrey. LET LOOSE FROM LOCKDOWN
Many thanks to Pete Howells to Richard Caddick
and to the owners of the Watering Hole, for making
this informal event possible. The Watering Hole
opened its grounds to visitors from 09:30 – 11:00 and
served their usual breakfast menu effectively as a
“take away” service.

The large camping field and car park were more
than adequate for social distancing to be easily
observed and I congratulate members for behaving

Already the owner of a very nice Norton Dominator
600cc twin, Keith thought that an oily rag 350 single
would be just the job for local running about and
some VMCC runs. After buying what he thought
would be a suitable bike he spotted in the Norton
Owners Club Magazine, Keith and a mate drove up
to the village of Todwick near Sheffield, to collect his
new toy. As the bike seemed in reasonable order,
Keith decided he would ride the 100 miles back
home with his mate following in the car.
“I hadn’t been on the A38 long”, recalls Keith,
“When the low tension lead fell off. My mate,
following in his car, found a bit of copper wire in the
rubbish at the side of the road and we fixed it as best
we could (no tools with us) This happened again
before we got to Burton on Trent so we bought a
pair of pliers from a petrol station and made a better
job of it.
LEAKING FROM EVERY ORIFICE
The bike got gradually slower and slower and by the
time we got back to Worcester it was just able to
make 30mph on a level road and it was leaking oil
from the engine, the gearbox, the primary
chaincase and the forks.
The fork oil seals turned out to be lengths of string
wrapped around the stanchions which themselves

were from early long road holders and very heavily
pitted.
Analysing what I would have to spend to get it right
and as the engine was none too clever either, I
decided to fit a 500cc 88 engine that had been
rebuilt earlier to keep the costs down. Also to keep
costs down I decided to paint it myself during which
I changed the colour scheme from Black and Dove
Grey to Dark Green and Dove Grey.
After some electrical problems when it was first back
on the road, it has now done nearly 7000 miles, goes
well for a 500, is easy to kick over and man handle
when parking etc.”
Wednesday June 24th - H&H Classic Live-on-line
Auction,
Just 50 lots, and an unexceptional catalogue, but
still offering something for most tastes except pre1930 collectors. Bidding was slow and, as per all
recent auctions across the country, prices were very
subdued. Reserves were, for the most part, realistic,
if a little “pre Covid”. Only 5 bikes with a reserve
actually reached it when the hammer fell. On
average bidding stalled at a meagre 76% of middle
estimate. (More or less the reserve in H&H speak). As
ever with H&H they will work tirelessly in the
background to reconcile vendors’ ambitions with
bidder’s wallets and will undoubtedly meet with
some success. Once again, it is clear that this is a
buyers’ market.
The glossy light blue ‘52 650cc Triumph 6T
Thunderbird, featured in issue 49-2 remained unsold,
stalling at £8500, way below its lower estimate. The
interesting 1971 Norvin “project” from the same issue
didn’t even reach £20k, stalling at 50% of its lower
estimate. None of the 6 NSU lots sold on the hammer
including the 1961 Supermax featured in issue 49-1,
which didn’t come close to its lower estimate of £4k.
HONDAS HOLD THEIR HEADS UP
Three of the five Hondas on offer made their reserve,
with the pick of the bunch being this well presented
‘68 Honda CB250 K0. This very same machine was
sold at H&H’s April 7th auction for £3,375 inc. buyer’s
premium and sold here for £3,450. A small profit you
might think, but when the buyer’s premium is

deducted along with the auction costs, the vendor
has suffered a fairly heavy loss. Let this take nothing
away from what is a very useable machine.

Top bid of the day was the £16,000 offered for a wellpresented 1951 Vincent Comet Series C. Given
there were some questions about the stamping of its
frame number, this seemed like a fair price, but it
was well below its lower estimate of £18k. I will be
very surprised if H&H are unable to make a deal on
this one.

The auction ran well and apart from a short sound
“outage” avoided any technical problems. For me,
the auctioneer could have squeezed another bid or
two from the buyers by asking for smaller increments
as bidding closes. There is no substitute for the real
thing and the lack of a live audience all but removes
the bidding tension that is so much a part of live
auctions.
You can view the full H&H catalogue here.
https://www.handh.co.uk/auction/details/607ABC-Live-Auction-Online?au=481

FUTURE EVENTS
Saturday June 27th - H.J. Pugh – ON-LINE Auction of
Vintage & Classic bikes, spares, collectables and
Petroliana - Auction Centre, Ledbury – 10:00 a.m.
It will be possible to view lots between June 24 th &
June 26th, but only by appointment. People may
attend this auction in person, as long as they “follow
the single file system into the saleroom, use the hand
sanitising stations when they enter the saleroom,
wear a mask at all times (if you have one!!) and
abide by the social distancing rules”
If the voluntary mask wearing makes you nervous
and you don’t wish to take the risk of attending in
person, Pugh’s are using their regular “on-line”
bidding platform – easyliveAUCTION.com - so there
should be few problems. If you are intending to bid,
allow yourself plenty of time (days not hours) to
register.
A couple of 1982 trail bikes catch the eye. Both have
V5Cs. This Yamaha DT175, described as being “in
very good condition with an MOT”, will provide hours
of fun. Don’t be deceived by their small capacity.
These DT’s have serious off-road capability and
being quick steering and light (109kg kerb weight)
are ideal for Herefordshire lanes (and for dragging
in and out of the shed). The later models have the
added bonus of a 6 speed box. If you’re looking for
just 1 bike that will allow you to fully participate in
(almost all) VMCC events, then this is it. Are they that
good? Just ask anyone who has ever owned one!

The Suzuki TS 250 ER (below) looks in excellent
condition. Described as having been “Fully restored

in 2007 and only ridden 100 miles since”. It seems
very complete and highly original. More powerful
than a DT, but 20kg heavier, it is still a very
competent all-rounder. It will be interesting to see
which of these two excellent machines attracts the
higher bid.

Perhaps the most interesting of an uninspiring crop is
this honest looking 1976 CB550 Honda. Restored in
1996 and little used since then, it shows just 20,341
miles on the clock. Could be an excellent purchase.
You can see the full list of bikes by following this link
https://www.brightwells.com/classic-motoring/

at each point (but not so large as to be able to
cheat using Google Streetview!)
Photographs
can
be
used
to
prove
start/finish/passage times. Answers must be returned
by Email by Friday 4th September 2020 and an
appropriate sticker will be sent out later to those
qualifying for an award.

Thursday July 2nd - The Greyhound Hotel 3 Garth
Road, Builth Wells, Powys, LD2 3AR 7:30 p.m. – Club
night West
The recent announcement from the Welsh
government, (19.06.20) means that this meeting
cannot take place – CANCELLED OWING TO
CONTINUING “LOCK-DOWN” RESTRICTIONS

For those who share this publication’s enthusiasm for
Kawasaki Z200s – check out lot 423. You can find the
full catalogue here.
http://www.hjpugh.com/cyclesales
Thursday July 2nd – Brightwell’s timed on-line
auction.
Brightwell’ second “timed on-line” auction using a
system similar to that operated by eBay. Phone and
commission bids are also allowed. E-bidding starts
on June 29th.

This is a mixed classic car and motor-cycle auction
and there are just 7 bikes are entered to date.

NEW Sunday 5th July – Sunday 30th August. - THE
COMPASS RIDE -. NEW
In the absence of Herefordshire on the Edge 2020,
the section is launching a brand new navigational
riding challenge - The Compass Ride - based on 20
locations in Herefordshire. Visiting the 4 compulsory
(N.E.S.W.) points and twelve out of sixteen other
locations will qualify entrants for a gold award (or 4
compulsories plus 8 for a ‘silver; or 6 for a ‘bronze’).
Machines must be at least 25 years old.
The route, which will be open from Sunday 5th July
to Sunday 30th August 2020, must be completed in
one day by individual riders or small socially
distanced groups, with at least one hour’s rest taken,
and riding in compliance with the CoMOrg COVID
Safe Rider guidelines. (Attached to the email of 11th
June with issue 49-2).
It is a chance for riders to explore the County's N, S,
E & Westerly points and lots of others in the middle.
There is to be no 'signing on' and no entry fee but if
entrants wish to seek sponsorship donations, we
would be delighted if you collected them on behalf
of our preferred charity, St. Michael’s Hospice
https://www.justgiving.com/smhospice
Locations will be indicated using six figure OS map
references, GPS coordinates and the new Google
App “'Three simple words” Proof of passage is
established
by
recording
easily
readable
permanent written information which can be found

Entrants will be encouraged to send in their stories
for publication in the Newsletter. We are very
disappointed that the event couldn’t cover MidWales, but uncertainty about access to Welsh roads
and restrictions on Welsh riders made it impossible.
Perhaps if The Compass Ride is to become a
permanent fixture in our calendar, we could run a
simultaneous event in Mid-Wales, with additional
awards for people doing both events?
We are indebted to Mike Bertenshaw, Roger
Bibbings, and Chris Lawton-Smith for their hard work
in preparing the event.
Tuesday July 7th - Sally's Place (the open air cafe)
British Camp, Upper Colwall, Malvern, WR13 6DW –
09:30 for 10:00 - Breakfast meet.
It is uncertain whether the café will be open, but I
know a number of people are planning to ride to

British Camp, with, or without a flask, just to chat to
whoever turns up. If you’re starved of motorcycle
chat, or you fancy seeing some like-minded souls,
just turn up. If you do, please observe the social
distancing recommendations and wear a mask.
Tuesday July 14th - Brunch ride-in - Honey Café in
Bronllys, Brecon, Powys, LD3 0LH - 11:00
Just meet up for Brunch (morning coffee if you like),
no organised ride, plan your own route. DEPENDENT
ON “LOCK-DOWN” RESTRICTIONS AT THE TIME
Thursday July 16th – The Moon Mordiford, HR1 4LW –
7:00 p.m. – Annual Bike Show
One of our most popular and best supported events
of the year. Let’s hope that whatever government
guidance is in place at the time, it will allow us to run
it – Bring anything – all ages, shapes and sizes are
welcome.

We will be talking to Alan and Karen at the Moon in
the coming weeks to ensure that the show can take
place and take place in a safe environment.

Taken somewhere in Scotland around 1968. Mike
Stephenson is driving his Triumph engined BSA trials
outfit and Miss Bobby Thompson is almost in the
sidecar !!

Sunday 19th July – Forest of Dean ride – starts and
finishes at The Travellers Rest, Ledbury Rd, Ross-onWye, HR9 7QJ – Meet at 10:00 for 10:30 start. Call
Mike Bertenshaw for confirmation 07831 774660
A great tour of the Forest of Dean, with a stop for
lunch at the Rising Sun at Moseley Green. Given the
current government guidelines, we will be able to
hold the ride, even if we have to travel in several
groups. Food and drink is the big uncertainty. We
may have to bring our own and find suitable places
to park and picnic.

STAFFORD CLASSIC BIKE SHOW – Re-arranged
for AUGUST 15TH & 16TH
NOW CANCELLED
The twice re-scheduled Spring Show will now be
“joining forces” with its ‘sister event’ on Saturday
and Sunday, October 10th and 11th, 2020 at the
usual Stafford County Showground venue. In plain
English, it has been cancelled.
.

WHEN WE WERE YOUNG – OR “THE OLDEN
DAYS” AS THE GRANDCHILDREN CALL IT.

Rarely seen on 2 wheels without the stabilisers, Mike
sent us this great picture of him – aged just 17 aboard his B31 at Cheddar Gorge in 1957. Mike
remembers his B31 with affection – “Good old bike”and even claims he can remember having hair. Did
these handlebar fairings ever look cool?
Don’t be shy – please send us your “when we were
young” memories.

UNDER £1000

Another in our series which finds useable bikes, ready to
run, with MOTs (where required) for less than £1,000 and
all VMCC eligible (made before Jan 1st 1995)

A couple of mid-sized FZR Yamahas made an
appearance on eBay early in June and – as is the
norm for Japanese bikes of this era - sold for next to
nothing. The amount of technology and the level of
performance availabe from bikes of this era is quite
staggering and is abolutely at odds with the price
they command on the open market. Is it the
generally appaling graphics that put buyers off, or
perhaps the aggressive riding positions are
intimidating? Who knows, but if you’re looking for a
lot of “bangs for your bucks”, this is the area of the
market to be in.

The 1989 FZR 400 (which may or may not have a
600cc engine fitted) showed just 21k miles on the
speedo and came with an MOT until Jan 2021. It sold
for just £856.32.

NB - Prices are the advertised asking prices or actual
selling prices and are correct at the time of writing, We
have not verified any of the details vendors have used in
their advertsiing – that has to be your responsibility

bikes perform on the wall. Holly and Alice are
deciding what colours the riders will be painted.

LOCKDOWN LUNACY

A little newer and with alittle more pwer, how about
this 1994 FZR 600 Genesis?
Good for almost 150 mph, (not that you would ever
do such a thing) with standing ¼ mile time of 11.1
seconds. This is a pocket rocket and if you could
bear to be seen in pubklic with its deeply offensive
colour scheme, would give hours of fun……..and the
price of such a beast with 8 months MOT and 32417
miles on the clock – a mere £970

WALL OF DEATH
It’s wonderful to hear what groups and individuals
have been up to in the “Lockdown”. Steve Sumner
is furloughed and was climbing the walls when he
spotted a thread on the VMCC forum about the
Wall of Death. Once the idea was in his mind, it was
unstoppable as Steve explains.
“ Starting with a vague plan and modifiyng it as I
went along, I have built my very own Wall of Death
with little more than the
a Stanley knife and
some glue A firtle about
in the shed produced a
broken
gramophone
motor and some bits of
fibre board.

Kept me occupied for a while and I`ve never
scratch built a model before (and never will again).

Next, I raided the
family craft box and
came up with a bag of
lolly
sticks.
(The
grandchildren, Holly &
Alice, can`t come for a
while so they’ll never
know!). The broken
gramophone
motor
was fixed by annealing the broken end of the spring
and drilling a new hole. Simple!
The winding handle utilises part of an old tap and
the “stop-go” is a
rod that presses on
the speed control
when screwed in to
slow it to a stop. A
spring allows it to
speed up when
screwed out.
The two Matchbox
police riders and

ZOOM MEETINGS
Gary Jones tells us how “ZOOM” is keeping a group
of section members together
“Zoom to most motorcyclists used to mean moving
very quickly or to a photographer it would mean
adjusting the view through his lens. These days it’s
also a means of having a group chat via the
internet. Pre-lockdown a number of us local section

members used to meet at the Fforest Inn near
Presteigne. Some of this group are now using Zoom
video communication for weekly “virtual” meetings
to chat about everything from Roman remains to
what rides we can do when the Welsh lockdown is
eased.
We have also had a quiz most weeks, mainly but not
wholly motorcycle related. The “prize” for winning is
the task of setting next week’s quiz. The current
situation here means that two households can
meet, so we have also been using our meetings to
arrange to visit each other.

The free version of Zoom restricts the meeting to 40
minutes for 3 or more participants. Sometimes that
restriction is lifted. But once a meeting has ended
you can immediately begin another 40 minute
meeting. One of our members has now purchased
a Pro licence which means the 40 minute restriction
is removed.
I’ve also been using Zoom for family and other social
group chats and it’s proven to be very useful for
maintaining contact during these strange times. Our
hope is that we will not need it for too much longer.”
VIRTUAL BIKE NIGHT
The Worcestershire section have continued with
their excellent virtual bike nights. This month’s event
attracted a strong entry, firmly underlining the
principle that “It takes all kinds to make a world!”.
My favourite – Graham Walsh’s 1954 Moto Guzzi
250cc Airone, which he bought from a Pugh’s
Auction some years ago. Graham found a creative
solution to a problem many of us face, “not enough
space”.

On August 9th – the day of the cancelled Coventry
Parade, the programme of entrants and
motorcycles will be emailed to everyone who
entered, along with the results of the virtual/fantasy
awards.
Why not give it a whirl, no costs, no need for tax or
insurance, no trailers, no need to burn the midnight
oil to finish your restoration in time – You don’t even
need to own a bike! It couldn’t be easier! Organiser
Barry Heath has already entered a 1950 D1 BSA
Bantam in the “Fantasy” class. An original Mist
Green model with only two owners from new.
“I parked it at Holdens (Holden Vintage and Classic
- Bromyard), over the winter as I was using my Bullet
for Vintage runs”, says Graham. “It did look stunning
in the showroom. They were sad to see it go. There
was not a single drop of oil on the carpet when I
collected it!”
THE COVENTRY PARADE
The Warwickshire Section’s popular annual event
has also adopted a virtual persona and has now
become the 2020 Fantasy Coventry Parade. If you’d
like to take part this is what you do.
Choose one of the three categories listed below.
1. Enter your favourite “real” machine – the
one you would have entered under more
normal circumstances.
2. Enter an ongoing project machine that's
currently being built or renovated in your
workshop.
3. Enter a machine that you wish you owned,
have always admired and dream of using in
VMCC events such as the Coventry Parade.
It could be super rare, exotic or just plain
vanilla.
Just email your entry to include - make of machine,
year, and a few words to Barry Heath by July 30th
2020. b4heath@yahoo.co.uk The organisers of the
traditional Parade, Geoff Booth and Rob Thomas will
judge the entries.

I think I will enter my ex-works Ariel HT5 GOV 132,
which the pixies delivered to my garage last night.
I look forward to a barrage of correspondence
pointing out what exactly is incorrect about the
Bantam - Editor

AN APOLOGY
In our report of the H&H auction of May 27th, in issue
49-2, under a picture of the 1910 Rex 5hp Tourist, we
embarrassingly described it as an Excelsior. I am
indebted to Dennis Beale, for pointing out my error –
it’s a good job somebody knows what they’re
talking about! Unfortunately, Dennis is suffering from
a leg infection, which is limiting the things he can do
at the moment. I am sure you’ll join me in wishing
Dennis a full and speedy recovery.

SAVAGED BY A BIG CAT
Proof, if any were needed that you should treat
Panthers with a great deal of respect! Pete Howells
had been experimenting with the ignition timing on

his Panther, but when he tried to kickstart it to check
his handiwork, it kicked back and badly damaged

his foot. As you can imagine he has received much
sympathy from all his motorcycling friends!
Inventive as ever, Pete has
found a useful function for his
Christmas slippers. It was
good to see him – cheerful as
ever - at the “ride-in” on June
14th. Get well soon Pete. I’m
sure it won’t be long before
you’re riding again.

FOR SALE
Tom Welch has decided to part company with his
trusty1980 BMW R80RT.

provided a fourth for attachment. The outcome
created chaos and many heated discussions as
show visitors genuinely expected me to ride it
around
the
Stafford
Show
Ground.

Tom tells us that “It runs very well and has just had
the mainshaft seal, gearbox seal and clutch plate
replaced. It was actually the oil pump seal that was
leaking so these parts were not required but were
fitted anyway. It has done a high mileage but has a
comprehensive service history.
Currently sorned and not been used for 3 years. It will
need an MOT but I do not see any issues. Needs a
good clean! It comes with a set of panniers, the
original seat a spare pair of wheels and a good gel
battery. Pictures flatter it a bit as usual. I want £1500
firm, or exchange for a British lightweight. For more
info, call Tom on 07813327956, or email him at:tomlin.welch@btinternet.com>

Moving in a clockwise direction, over the front wheel
we have a 1952 45cc Cymota, over the rear wheel
is a 1949 49cc friction-drive Trojan Mini-motor
(designed by Italian Vincenti Piatti), in the rear wheel
is a 1952 25cc Cyclemaster (181,000 sold by H.M.I.
His Masters Voice) and attached to the bottom
bracket is a 1970's 35cc Bernardi Buzz which is now
in the care of Ian Harris, giving a total capacity of
154cc.
The contraption caused such a sensation that the
performance had to be repeated at The Cleobury
Mortimer Show a few months later!!!”

THEY’RE A FUNNY LOT AT THE BUZZING SOCIETY
We’re grateful to Bill Danks for this splendid
contribution.
This contraption was created at the request of Bob
Terry, a former V.M.C.C. North Birmingham Section
member, who was asked to supply three
cyclemotors for the N.A.C.C. Buzzing Society display
at The Stafford Show a few years ago. Well it was a
bridge too far, lugging three cyclemotors up to
Stafford so I simply attached three motors to my
trusty Triumph bicycle and on arrival Bob Terry

STATEMENT FROM THE VMCC PRESIDENT
Members will be aware that the Board of Directors
of the VMCC are at present seeking to address the
Club’s financial losses, which are expected to be in
the order of £100,000 this year. If significant action is
not taken, this gap between income and
expenditure would continue to increase each year.
Within three or four years the Club’s reserves would
be exhausted and the VMCC would be insolvent.
The underlying causes of these losses are
understood. They were discussed at the AGM, and
in the Journal in April.

REDUCTION IN INSURANCE COMMISSION
They are the result of reduced subscription income
from a declining membership, the loss of
“sponsorship” from companies such as auction
houses who no longer see it as good business to
support the VMCC financially, and above all a very
significant reduction in the level of insurance
commission we receive with this being likely to drop
to zero in 2021 as a result in changes in the
motorcycle insurance market. The Board has looked
at all suggested options to increase income, and
has concluded that nothing has even the potential
to deliver net profits on the scale required.
A STAFFING RE-STRUCTURE IS NECESSARY
Something must be done: it is not an option to do
nothing. Some weeks ago, the Board concluded
that there is no alternative other than to limit the
scope of the activities undertaken by Allen House,
and thereby to significantly reduce costs. I am
aware that a good many members have for some
while felt that this should be done anyway, but
understand that the Board considers it is now a
matter of absolute necessity rather than desirability.
Against this background, on 5th June the Board
released a statement to Sections and members
saying that it had begun a formal consultation
process with the Club’s employees in relation to a
staffing restructure at Allen House which could lead
to redundancies. The Board also said that because
such a process is confidential, no further information
could be given until it is complete.
AWARE OF ALL THE FACTS
In the interim, and during a period when the Board
itself can make no comment, rumours have been
widely circulated within the Club as to how the
restructuring process is being taken forward, what
the outcomes will be, and about the Board’s longerterm plans. As President, I have held it to be my duty
to carefully consider all that I hear, and to
investigate where I feel it appropriate. This I have
done, and can report that the Chair of the Board
has responded in detail to all of my questions, and
with great openness. I feel I am fully aware of all the
facts, although the same legal and confidentiality

issues as bind the Board mean that I cannot at
present disclose much of what I know.
NO ONGOING SECRECY
I can, however, use what I know to provide Sections
and members with some clear and confident
reassurances. There will be no ongoing secrecy. For
a few short weeks the requirements of employment
law will continue to severely limit what the Board
can say, but once the current process has
concluded I can assure you the Board will produce
a full report. The Board Statement on 5th June
promised full detail for mid-July and publication in
the August Journal, and I understand that remains
the expectation.
NOT SELLING THE CLUBS BIKES
The staff restructure and the associated
redundancy consultations are being undertaken in
a sensitive and methodical way, in full accordance
with best practice in employment law. In this, the
Board has been and continues to be advised by a
qualified and very reputable independent specialist
and has been carefully following the legal and
human resources guidance it has received. The
Chair has assured me that when the Board Minutes
covering all of this are published in July, they will
show that all decisions have been taken by the full
Board in the manner set out in the Club’s
constitution. He explains that a minority within the
Board has consistently opposed the change
process, and that certain Board Members have at
times found it hard to accept the majority vote.
However, no alternative has been proposed by the
minority Board Members. Since I began to be
involved with the Board late last year, I have seen
no evidence to support the rumour that part of the
Board’s response to the Club’s financial difficulties
might involve selling off the Club’s bikes or its
heritage collections in the Library.
PROTECTION FOR THE HERITAGE COLLECTIONS
I have directly challenged the Chair on this matter,
and he assures me that no such proposal is even on
the agenda, and that if it were even to be
suggested he would be first in line to strongly oppose
it. Indeed, he tells me that the Board is not far from
being ready to put a consultative proposal to

members, to change the Club’s constitution in ways
that would give legal protection to its heritage
collections. The need to make major cost savings at
Allen House may have an impact on the way in
which national events are organised in the future,
but at Board level I see no sign of any lack of
enthusiasm for, or commitment to, such events.
MEMBERS WILL HAVE TO DO MORE
What I do understand is that the Club simply can no
longer afford to have as much done for it by paid
staff as has been the case for many years, and in
future members will inevitably have to do more
themselves. To an extent, this takes us back to where
we were before insurance commission, but that is
the consequence of things outside our control and
hardly the fault of the current Board. As I understand
it, the Board’s view is that once we know the
situation with Allen House, plans for how things will
work in the future should come out of discussion
within the membership and with Sections, rather
than be delivered from the centre as a set of
instructions. This seems to me to be the right
approach.
WAIT FOR THE FULL DETAILS
First and foremost, we are a club interested in old
motorcycles, and whilst we may wish that
everything could remain the same, we are in a
situation where we need to move forward and be
financially sound to continue. I know that lies at the
heart of everything the Board is doing. I am
confident that the Directors are acting in the
absolute best interests of the VMCC, and that
members should let them do the job they were
elected to do. I fear, however, that there is a move
underway to undermine due process and cause as
much damage as possible. I urge you all to wait for
full details before commenting, speculating, and
spreading rumours.
Mike Wills
VMCC President
Updates and other stuff can be
found on our Facebook page – VMCC Herefordshire
section. Feel free to add your views.

